THINBRIK APPLICATIONS

These are recommendations only for typical applications. Always follow the requirements of your local codes and manufacturers recommendations.

For more information visit www.gobrick.com/docs/default-source/read-research-documents/technicalnotes/28c-thin-brick-veneer.pdf

Pikes Peak

Rushmore

Obsidian

La Sal Dark
These modular thinBRIK™ are extruded units, with the added benefit of dovetail slots on the back. They are compatible with formliner systems, or with lightweight metal panel systems where brick are secured with a thinset system and then finished with traditional mortar. Corners are available in this size.

**RUSHMORE**

**TACONITE**

**PIKES PEAK**

**LA SAL DARK & IVORY**

**MESA RED**

**OBISIDIAN**

**DICKENS CREEK**

**IVORY**

**PIKES PEAK - OBISIDIAN**

Our flat thinBRIK™ also come in an extra-large size, 19.625 x 1.625, for a modern clean look with less mortar joints.

**ROMAN PLUS COLORS**

The colors depicted in this catalog fairly represent the color range to be expected. However, the brick delivered may appear either slightly different due to limitations of photography, electronic reproduction, and a computer screen, and of the printer’s ink.